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INTRODUCTION TO COFFEE
Introduction to Coffee is an ideal module for anyone who is new to the coffee industry or just has an interest 
in this wonderful drink. It charts coffee’s journey from its origins in Ethiopia to the major commodity it is 
today, enjoyed by millions of people around the world. From farming the cherries through drying, roasting, 
brewing and finally drinking, this module looks at the processes coffee goes through. This half day course also 
includes a “coffee cupping” which allows you to taste the various flavors coffee has to offer.(5 hours theory –
1 hours practical)

1.WHAT IS SPECIALITY COFFEE (Difference between freshly brewed coffee and instant coffee -
Specialty coffee is distinct from commercial grade and defect coffees -Basic difference between 
taste and flavor )
2.COFFEE HISTORY (Coffee’s historical development as a drink -The historical development of 
coffee cultivation )
3.UNDERSTANDING THE BEANS (Coffee is derived from the fruit of a tree -Geographical areas 
involved in growing coffee -Main processing methods )
4.THE BASICS OF ROASTING (Steps in the roasting process and the equipment used )
5.COFFEE FRESHNESS (Importance that freshness has in relation to quality coffee flavor )
6.BREWING BASICS (Range of different equipment and methods available to brew coffee -The 
basic principles of brewing coffee)
7.DRINKS MENU (Common drinks produced with coffee )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



Barista skills foundation
Designed to introduce core barista skills to people with no previous barista experience. Successful 
candidates should be able to calibrate their grinders and make an espresso and cappuccino to core 
standards. (5 hours theory  – 5 hours practical )

1. COFFEE BEANS  (The differences between Arabica from Robusta, including growing - The importance 
of coffee freshness )

2. WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT (The importance of keeping the workspace clean - Maintains a hygienic 
and organized workspace )

3. GRINDING, DOSING AND TAMPING (The acceptable range - The correct terminology to identify parts 
of grinder - The correct dosing action to achieve correct input with minimal waste - Calibration of a 
grinder - The correct use of a tamper )

4. EXTRACTION & BREWING (Espresso is a method of preparation that takes finely ground coffee - five 
interdependent elements to brewing espresso - Preparation of the espresso machine requires -
Understanding of basic sensory qualities )

5. MILK TECHNIQUES (The importance of using fresh milk in maintaining foam standards - Milk should 
be produced with consistently dense texture - desirable range of milk - The correct steps in foaming 
milk are )

6. BARISTA MENU (espresso should be served to the specified size, taste and visual parameters -
espresso based product )

7. HYGIENE, HEALTH & SAFETY (Risks related to safety and hygiene - The use of safe and hygienic work 
practices )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



8. CUSTOMER SERVICE (The role of the barista – The principles of customer service cover 
products )

9. CLEANING, MAINTENANCE & TROUBLE SHOOTING (Regularly cleaning the machine creates 
beverages that taste good - Good practice for daily cleaning of equipment )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



BARISTA INTERMEDIATE
Overview: Designed to test key core and more advanced skills and understanding, expected from a competent barista (for example, from 
someone working as a barista for 6 months or more). Successful candidates should be able to dial in a brew recipe, make a full range of drinks 
with quality and speed, as well as understand the basic requirements for customer service and maintenance)

1. COFFEE BEANS(The components of blend/single origin being used - Different species/varieties and 
accompanying typical profile flavor -Different geographic origins and describe typical profile flavor-Different 
processing methods affects -Degassing period of fresh coffee )

2. WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT (Layout of key equipment, accessories and ingredients - Demonstrates the ability 
to prepare espresso or steam milk and finish espresso)

3. GRINDING, DOSING AND TAMPING (Advantages and disadvantages of 'on-demand' grinders and traditional 
grinder with a dosing chamber -Effect of heat generated by the grinder itself or other climatic and 
environmental conditions -Grinding, dosing, distributing and tamping consistently impacts taste and efficiency 
-Causes of channeling )

4. EXTRACTION & BREWING (Produces a balanced espresso by manipulating barista-controlled variables -
Relationship between input and output and how taste can help distinguish the differences between different 
brew recipes -Terminology from SCA Flavor Wheel and how it describes specific flavor attributes of espresso )

5. MILK TECHNIQUES (Composition of dairy milk and the role each component -Role of protein content in milk 
substitutes and how steaming techniques are necessary to produce properly textured microfoam-Role of 
protein content in milk substitutes and how steaming techniques are necessary to produce properly textured 
microfoam -Demonstrate consistently milk steaming techniques to produce foam level -Demonstration of 
ability to 'free pour' two different latte art patterns to reasonable standards -Prepare milk for multiple drinks 
utilizing pitcher sharing and/or pouring techniques )

6. BARISTA MENU (Demonstration of preparation of a range of commonly ordered drinks to a good standard-
Demonstration of managing a complex order of drinks to a high standard )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



7. HYGIENE, HEALTH & SAFETY (Organization and operational policies and procedures - Risks of foodborne 
illness and allergies through managing personal hygiene -Risks of direct contamination in an espresso 
workspace -Risks of workplace injury through managing repetitive motion )

8. CUSTOMER SERVICE (Steps of service recovery / complaint handling - High standards of personal 
presentation -Good communication skills -Meet customer's needs while retaining awareness of café 
standards -Good techniques to provide a high standard of customer service when greeting customer and 
taking orders )

1. 9.   CLEANING, MAINTENANCE & TROUBLE - SHOOTING (Importance of good techniques for daily cleaning 
of the grinder and espresso machine -The difference between single and multiple boiler espresso 
machines-The process and importance Of- Pump pressure adjustment -cleaning and changing grinder burrs 
-changing a gasket on the grouphead (including dispersion screen) - reassembling steamwands - changing 
water filters )

10.   CAFE MANAGEMENT (Costs involved in preparing and serving espresso beverages (cost of ingredients, 
including wastage) 

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



BARISTA PROFESSIONAL
Overview: Designed to test advanced skills and detailed knowledge of the science behind processes used, expected from a 
professional barista (for example, from someone working as a barista for 12 months or more, with some management 
responsibilities). Successful candidates should have a detailed understanding of their ingredients and of the techniques 
available to maximize the quality of the drinks made. They should be able to manage the skills of others to produce quality 
drinks and provide excellent customer service. They should be able to maintain their equipment to ensure continued quality.

1. COFFEE BEANS (Factors that influence differences in bean density including coffee origin- The composition 
of the bean and what the components contribute in flavor and body-How different amounts, and 
combinations of sweet, acid, bitter affect flavor and Balance-Evaluate by cupping different Origins-
processing and roast profiles,-How much caffeine typically is in a decaffeinated coffee vs coffee that has 
been unaltered and the effects on extraction and flavor-How the amount of Co2 that is retained within 
roasted coffee on any given roast date affects brew recipes-How different packaging methods affect 
freshness) 

2. WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT(Analyze a café layout to ensure speed and efficiency, good workflow and 
smooth customer traffic)

3. GRINDING, DOSING AND TAMPING (Advantages and disadvantages of various grinder features-Advantages 
and disadvantages of features of flat and conical burrs from a scientific perspective-Features of different 
styles of hand tampers and distribution tools and when to use each-The efficiency of certain distribution 
tools and techniques and how they affect consistency-Degree of roast will affect the physical volume/mass 
of a dose and affect the amount of potential soluble and flow Rate-Analysis of inconsistency in dosing and 
tamping in others and its effect on extraction)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



4. EXTRACTION & BREWING (Purpose of latest features on espresso machines-Adjustments in pressure may 
cause the flow rate and dissolving of compounds to increase or decrease-Adjustments in temperature -How 
extraction measurement tools and techniques relate to the assessment of espresso-Process of 
measurement using such tools-The interrelationship of the various extraction parameters and its effects-
Analysis of inconsistencies other baristas have with their extraction techniques-Establish a wide experience 
of coffees of various species/origins/process/roast informs brewing decisions and advise customers-Apply 
terminology within the SCA Flavor wheel to describe a wide range of coffees of various 
species/origins/process/roast-Can discern an origin, processing style and roast level and give objective 
flavor descriptors to a customer)

5. MILK TECHNIQUES (Understand the components of milk and how they are impacted during the 
pasteurization and homogenization process-Be aware of the “route to market” of milk and its shelf life.-
Techniques to consistently produce high quality micro foam-Ability to free pour two latte art patterns to a 
consistently good standard – on two consecutive drinks-Good techniques for improving micro-foam and 
maintaining consistency in Drinks Analysis of problems other baristas have with their milk techniques)

6. BARISTA MENU(Recognizes standards for drink range as well as regional variations around the World-
Applies techniques to prepare complex orders of drinks quickly and efficiently-Evaluates necessary 
information for espresso menus with regard to content and design)

7. HYGIENE HEALTH & SAFETY (Organizational and operational policies and Procedures)
8. CUSTOMER SERVICE(Recognize how customer service ensures quality drinks, speed of service-

Demonstration of consistently exceptional customer service when communicating with Customers-Create 
policy for complaint handling and advise on techniques for dealing with Complaints)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



9. CLEANING, MAINTENANCE, TROUBLESHOOTING,&WATER (Cleaning and maintenance procedures. Tools 
critical for espresso machine and grinder maintenance Proper use of common preventative maintenance 
tools Demonstrates the ability to change water filters, grouphead gaskets/seals and grinder burrs, clean and 
change drainage tubes, and properly adjust pump pressure Identifies leaky steam valves and group head 
gaskets Difference between necessary preventative maintenance and mechanical/electrical issues 
deserving of a service call-Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) and its effect on espresso Alkalinity and its effect on 
Espresso-Total Hardness (TH) and its effect on espresso-pH and effect on espresso Recognizes the need for 
water filtration based on testing)

10. CAFÉ MANAGEMENT (Establishing cost as related to the price of a drink – including cost of ingredients, staff 
costs, general overheads and taxes. How factors like spoilage, waste and theft (other than costs) can impact 
on profit. Supply sources Good techniques in staff Management)CALL FOR MORE 

INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



BREWING FOUNDATION
Designed to introduce core brewing skills and equipment to people with no previous brewing experience. Successful candidates 
should be able to grind and brew to the correct recipe to produce great coffee.(5 hours theory – 5 hours practical)

1. INTRODUCTION TO COFFEE (The origins of coffee as the fruit of different species of coffee tree - The 
process of getting coffee from the farm through to the final drink - Two main coffee species: Arabica and 
Robusta )

2. BREWING GUIDELINES 
STRENGTH & EXTRACTION -
WATER TO COFFEE RATIO -
GRIND SIZE -
The time the water is in contact with the coffee –
BREW TIME -
WATER TEMPERATURE -
BREW TURBULENCE -
WATER QUALITY -
FILTER METHOD –
PRESSURE –
COFFEE STORAGE –
CLEANING -

HOT HOLDING -
3.   BREWING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT (BREWING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT - The range of different 
equipment used for brewing coffee - Knowledge of the correct use of the available brewing equipment that 
uses immersion )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



BREWING INTERMIDIATE
designed to introduce the concept of scientifically measuring coffee extraction and to explore the elements of coffee 
brewing, brewing intermediate helps the coffee professional manipulate brew techniques to improve coffee quality. 

1. RESEARCH HISTORY 
2. BREWING PROCESS (The important of allowing the brew cycle -The ideal extraction range -undertake 

sensory tastings of various extractions -The correct strength range -undertake sensory tastings of various 
strengths -The maximum extraction possible from the bean -extraction maximum will vary dependent upon 
origin )

3. BREWING AND CHARTING COFFEE (CHARTING FILTER COFFEE -. Coffee brewed from a variety of different 
brew methods -Measuring coffee Total Dissolved Solids -Charting espresso, including espresso 
measurement guidelines )

4. BREWING GUIDELINES (WATER TO COFFEE RATIO -Sufficient ground coffee is required -SCA Gold Cup 
standard -Grind size affects the rate of extraction -Students will sample brews made with fine -The amount 
of time the water -Different brew times yield different flavour profiles -Different brew methods require 
varied brew times -Students will sample brews made with a manual dripper -Different water temperatures 
yield different flavour profiles -Sensory & technical evaluation of three brews of same coffee -COLD BREW -
Turbulence can impact the final cup -Mineral concentration varies in water and it has impact on coffee 
brewing extraction -sample and compare brews made with water that charts -Different methods of filtering 
coffee)

5. GRINDING (The impact of grind size and extraction surface area, on the final drink -The influences of 
under/over extraction due to particle size -The impact of time on aroma in coffee cells -Different type of 
grinder burrs on the market )

6. EFFECTS OF ROASTING ON THE COFFEE BEAN (The impact on flavour of different roast levels )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



BREWING PROFESSIONAL
The course tests the ability of the professional brewer to navigate the Brewing Control Chart. This course is intended to extend the practical 
and sensory brewing capabilities of the professional brewer.

1.   EXPLORING CORE BREWING VARIABLES  (Essential Elements of Brewing-Recognize the relationship
between temperature variation and differences in the finished brew Identify methods of varying wetting phase 
approaches. Recognize the relationship between wetting phase difference and differences in the finished Brew-
Identify methods of varying turbulence time, frequency, and force. Recognize the relationship between 
turbulence variation and differences in the Finished brew-Identify methods of varying water contact time for a 
brew method. Recognize the relationship between contact time variation and differences in the finished brew-
Identify different
filter media options. Recognize the relationship between various filtering media and differences in the finished 
brew-different filter media shapes. Recognize the relationship between various filter shapes)
2. EXTRACTION (Using the Professional Brewing Worksheet, formulate and carry out a brew plan for 

increasing/ decreasing extraction while maintaining consistent strength)
3.   STRENGTH(Explain coffee to water ratios and possible impacts on other elements. Using the Professional 
Brewing Worksheet, Construct and carry out a brew plan for increasing/ decreasing strength while maintaining 
consistent extraction)
4. GRIND SIZE (Recognize contributions that different sized Particles-Recognize effect of grinder burr edge 

quality on particle Quality)
5. THE EFFECTS OF ROAST (Generalize the relationship between roast level and extraction)
USING BY-PASS (sensory and measured differences between brews made with and without bypass-Construct 
bypass brew Manually-Measure bypass sample created-Discuss reasons to use bypass)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



6.   KNOW YOUR WATER (The Three Key Qualities of Water- three central measures to characterize water for 
coffee brewing-Practice measurement of Alkalinity and plotting on the Water Chart-Discuss components of 
Total Hardness. Measure-measurement of Total Hardness and plotting on the Water Chart-discuss Total 
Hardness’s effects on the cup and Equipment-Discuss effect of pH on the cup and equipment plus 
recommended Levels-Discuss treatment strategies for addressing elements which are outside recommended 
Levels-Discuss TDS, potential limitations of TDS measurement-Water Testing-Brewing Using Variable Waters)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



GREEN COFFEE FOUNDATION
This is an introductory course that covers key concepts surrounding green coffee from growing the plant, through processing, 
shipping and storage to arrival at a roastery. The course is ideally suited for people new to the coffee industry or those 
looking to gain an insight into the broad subject matter of green coffee. It includes an introduction to the basics of quality 
checks, coffee grading, and taste/flavor differences due to processing or species. (6 hours theory – 3 hours practical )

1. THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES (BOTANY Difference between species and variety/cultivar - Genetic differences -
SPECIES PHYSIOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATION - GLOBAL SPREAD - Coffee's origin - CLIMATE Coffee cannot grow 
throughout the world - Certain factors limit where coffee can grow) 

2. WORLD PRODUCTION (SPECIES SPLIT - ORIGIN STATISTICS - Total volume of coffee is measured and monitored 
on an annual basis )

3. COFFEE FARMING (LAND TENURE - Farms of different sizes grow coffee - PLANT MANAGEMENT - Differences 
in yields )

4. POST-HARVEST PROCESSING (Common principles of processing - Processing is different in different countries -
There are different risks associated with different processing methods - HARVESTING - Different land 
ownership systems - WASHED PROCESS - NATURAL PROCESS - PULPED NATURAL PROCESS – DRYING - MILLING 

- GRADING - Homogenous bean size is important )
5. MARKETS (FUTURES MARKET - COFFEE FUTURES MARKET ) 
6. STORAGE & TRANSPORT (TRANSPORT - Coffee will change over time - STORAGE TIME - STORAGE 

CONDITIONS )
7. CERTIFICATION (MARKET DIFFERENTIATION - TRACEABILITY - THIRD PART ACCREDITATION )
8. DECAFFEINATION (DECAFFEINATED COFFEE - CAFFEINE )
9. EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE (SIZING/GRADING SCREENS - MOISTURE METERS - There are different 

types of moisture meter )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



GREEN COFFEE INTERMIDIATE
This course is designed to build on the knowledge gained
in the Green Coffee Foundation course and prepare the student for more complex job functions found in the green-coffee profession. 
Specifically: Botany and agronomy are developed further- Processing is explored in more detail and quality as -result of processing is 
introduced as a concept- Defects as well as positive grading variables are-introduced to the student- Core elements of green coffee contracts 
are introduced-Grading and quality differentiation with regard to-contracts is introduced- Seasonality and quality storage variables are
introduced as concepts-Market terminology is developed further- Decaffeination is developed further- Mechanisms of certification are 
explored in further detail.

1.   THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES(The origin of coffee- The spread of coffee species grown - There are over 120
species in the Coffea- Approximately 55 of these-The natural distribution of all species-WHY IS BOTANY
IMPORTANT - Recognize well known Arabica cultivars and understand basic Arabica lineage- Cultivated coffee 
varieties (cultivars)- The majority of coffee variety development- Coffee can spontaneously mutate- Different 
species of coffea are suited to different climates- There are limits within tropics- No one variety of Arabica is 
preferential the cup to others- Some farms use shade and others do not- WHERE IN THE WORLD DOES COFFEE 
GROW?-Coffea species are limited and affected-As well as placing limits on coffee farmers)
2.   WORLD PRODUCTION(GLOBAL PRODUCTION STATISTICS- The changing global production and 
consumption-There is a changing difference between the split of natural and washed process_
3.   COFFEE FARMING (Recognize that farms of different sizes grow coffee- Certification is sometimes 
applicable to certain land tenure types- Shade balances biennial nature- PLANT MANAGEMENT- Coffee needs
fertilizers and pesticides- What inputs are used on a farm)
4.   PROCESSING METHODOLY(Processing is common to all coffees- The core elements of coffee remain-
Farmers and buyers talk about different weight categories- Availability of water is a factor- Different ratios of 
ripe to slightly over ripe depending on process- Amount of water to be evaporated- Poor quality picking can 
lead to mixed quality- Uses of floatation tank in removing defective coffee- Different pulper types-

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



-Each use different amounts of water- Different types of fermentation tanks- Differentiate between ferment 
and mechanical mucilage removal- Channelling -Post channelling and fermentation-This is the most common 
form of process in the world -Process influences quality both on positive -How farmers manage process to 
optimize quality-PULPED NATURAL PROCESS -Recognize that this is different to the washed and natural 
process-MONSOON PROCESS The basic process of monsoon coffee- Review the limits on mechanical drying-
Introduce students to what OTA-SEASONALITY AND CROP CYCLES- Different countries produce coffee at differe-
There is an optimum phase for every coffee- The process flow of aged coffees and of monsoon Malabar-
GRADING- There are positive grading variables- Different countries have different systems- Knowing these 
systems- Defects are anything that diverges- Gravity separators are used to remove certain defects)
5.   MARKETS(Cash Vs Futures Market- SPOT Price- Understand Differentials with reference to the market price-
Arbitrage-What is the difference between NY and London-Understand concept of dollar market-Hedging-
CONTRACTS-Basics of a physical Contract-Global organizations look after legislative)
6.   STORAGE & TRANSPORT (SEASONALITY AND
CROP CYCLES-Coffee rests-Different countries produce coffee at different times of the Year- There is a broad 
split between northern hemisphere and southern hemisphere countries.-There is an optimum phase for every
Coffee-Bagging Types-Different bagging Technologies-STORAGE CONDITIONS-Bag Marks-The ICO designates a 
standard marking Process-Coffee is hydroscopic and contains water-Coffee shipped in containers without 
Humectants-RH and temp-Incoterms-Shipping documents-landing protocol)
7. CERTIFICATION (Discuss differences between certification)
DECAFFEINATION (Differences between the legislative controls in N America and the EU-Basic process of 
decaffeination)
8. EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE(SPACE REQUIREMENTS- Physical analysis space requires-SIZING 

SCREENS-Coffee sizing screens are used to determine-MOISTURE METERS)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



GREEN COFFEE PROFESSIONAL
This course is designed to build on the knowledge gained in the Green Coffee Intermediate course and prepare the student for managerial job functions found in the 
green coffee profession. Integration of green coffee knowledge with that in other CDS modules including sensory and roasting are also expected. Specifically, students 
will be tested on their ability to: Identify key aspects of coffee botany, and farm management- Understand in detail the different stages of specialty coffee-processing 
across the full range of methodologies found in-producing countries- Demonstrate an ability to identify a range of cup defects found
globally in coffee-Demonstrate how to analyze samples of green and roasted coffee for quality and defects-Understand how to construct and manage green coffee 
portfolios in terms of volumes, cost, and time with reference to the changing market price of coffee-Understand criteria forming the cost of green coffee production 
and how to apply this to contract negotiation-Demonstrate how to identify coffees based on quality and volume parameters to suit client needs-Understanding how to 
assess suppliers for their ability to meet criteria outlined in third party accreditation systems

1.   THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES(BOTANY
The origin of coffee Distinguish between species and variety in Coffee-Commercially grown cultivars of Arabica 
represent-Genetic analysis carried out in Arabica Coffee-Research has helped identify SW-Positives and 
negatives of well known Varieties-Optimum growing Conditions-Variation in Optimum Conditions By Variety-
The Impact of Climate Change)
2. WORLD PRODUCTION (GLOBAL STATISTICS-Evolution of Production and Consumption Over Time)
3. FARMING(PLANT MANAGEMENT-Soil Preservation- Moisture Preservation-Defects)
4. PROCESSING METHODOLOGY (Coffee spoils and must be Processed-Understand in detail the variety of 

methods used Globally-cherry prior to Processing-Mucilage Removal Methodology-Post Ferment/Channel 
Soak-Differences in Soluble Solids as a Result of Process-Differences in Chemical composition of Coffee-
Defects likely in Natural Process-Controlling Quality and Characteristics-Correct Processing Terminology-
Basic Process Flow-WET HULLED PROCESS-Defining quality limits to the Process-Effective water 
management is Crucial-WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT-GRADING Visual Defects Identify-Cup Defects 
Recognize key cup defects-intensity of these Defects-Contractable Grades-Grade Analysis-Grade Analysis 
cont’d-Coffee Conversion Ratios-Yield by Processing Methodology Conversion)

5.   MARKETS(FUTURE MARKETSCurrencies-Market Mechanisms-Spread-Hedging-Options-Technical Market Analysis-
Risk-Deliverable Growths and Certified Stocks-CONTRACTS Volume Management-Sampling-Price Management)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



6.   STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION(PRE-EXPORT STORAGE Quality Retention and Bagging Types-Transport
Recognize that Coffee-Incoterms-Shipping times-STORAGE-Fumigation-Defects-Coffee Seasonality- INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT-Purchasing Strategy-Economic Order Quantity)
7.   CERTIFICATION(Discuss similarities between Certification-Farm Visits-Applying Certification to Individual 
businesses)
8.   DECAFFEINATION (Discuss benefits and limitations of different methods-What are the cost mplications-
What are the certification implications)
9.   PLANNING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (Stock Management- Price Control)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



ROASTING FOUNDATION
Designed to introduce core roasting skills and equipment to people with no previous roasting 
experience. 
The student will be able to describe the various stages of roasting using all terminology from the 
keyword list below. (4 hours theory – 6 to 7 hours practical)

1. TERMINOLOGY 
(Coffee roasting and roasting equipment –
Common features and controls on drum roasters )
2. THE ROASTING PROCESS 
(Physical progression of the coffee roasting process –
Record time, temperature and other relevant data on roast logs –
Calculate development time and temperature midway point –
The relationship between flame and roast speed and their measurement on the roast log –
Roasting logging/documentation information about the roast –
Sensorial changes that occur during roasting )
3. SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE 
(Safety in the roasting plant - Roaster cleaning and maintenance )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



ROASTING INTERMIDIATE
This course will provide a more detailed understanding of the roasting process and the different kinds of heat 
transfer at work.

1. TERMINOLOGY (Measurements that can be collected on green and roasted coffee-Data to collect and 
analysis required to support profile roasting-Heat vs. Temperature-Recognize information that commonly 
accompanies a roast profile-Able to document a roast profile with sufficient information-Color is a 
common metric of roast Consistency-Consistently roast coffee to a desired Color-Awareness of a range of 
range of roast colors from light to dark-Distinguish different roast colors by Flavor-Discipline to conduct 
tastings Consistently-Understanding howdifferent profiles impact flavor supports-Discipline to conduct 
tastings Consistently-Understanding how different  development times impact flavor Supports-Distinguish 
differences in flavor for different development times-Awareness that the same end color can be achieved 
in different ways-Awareness that the same end color can be achieved in different ways)

2. THE ROASTING PROCESS (Define terminology common to profile Roasting-Use of measurement 
technologies-Common use of terms throughout the Chain-Attain a conceptual framework-Rate of change 
is the speed of the roast at any given point-Physical and chemical changes during roasting-Difference 
between endothermic and exothermic chemical reactions-Anticipate future changes to rate of Change-
Understanding how rate of change Changes-Calculate percentage change of Weight-Comparing weight 
loss and volume Change-Use common terminology in describing a coffee roaster-le to discuss coffee 
roasting and roasting equipment-Able to describe how air and coffee move through a roasting system-
Able to describe basic thermodynamics of coffee roasting-Common roaster parts and design Elements-
Modes of heat transfer in roasting)

3. SAFETY AND MAINTENANCE (Clearly and concisely define workplace safety-Recognize common dangers 
involved in the roasting process-Correctly identify correct and incorrect safety protocols-Develop a 
preventative maintenance protocol

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



-Develop a preventative maintenance protocol-Definition of safety and workplace safety-Common dangers in 
the roasting Process-The most likely locations of a fire in a drum coffee roaster-Appropriate ventilation-Able 
to identify areas in their coffee roasting facility-Understand basic safety in roasting Operations)
4.   PHYSICAL CHANGES IN BEANS(Able to be of assistance in creating or editing policies-Able to discuss the 
value of having a sample roasting program-Measuring green coffee weight and volume- Documentation of 
sample roasting processes- Representative sample Reasons to have a sample roasting program- Required 
equipment and materials to support a sample roasting program-Drum and fluid bed sample roasters 
Recognize different types of sample Roasters-Safely operate a sample roaster to roast coffee samples 
consistently-Roasting and cupping samples Consistently-Using a sample roaster to roast samples consistently 
Sensory evaluation of roasted Samples-Working practices for a sample roasting protocol-Size, density, and 
moisture changes during roasting-Glass transition temperature-Progression of major chemical Changes 
Storage conditions to keep green coffee stable-Name common decaffeination methods and describe how 
coffees are decaffeinated-Different processing methods allow coffee to be dried with differing types 
Mycotoxins-Discuss different processes that a coffee has gone through prior to Roasting-Describe how a 
coffee changes both chemically and physically during roasting-Recognize how storage conditions may impact 
green coffee-Understanding different processes a coffee has gone through prior to roasting can help inform 
roasting plans- Proper storage minimizes risks to customer health, equipment, and improves production 
consistency-Understanding chemical changes during roasting enables intentional changes to roasting plans to 
achieve specific desired results.)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



ROASTING PROFESSIONAL
Specific Objectives:
• Ability to control and match color within different and specified time limits.
• Identify by visual assessment different roast colors.
• Identify by sensory analysis different roasting profiles of the same color with varying development time and 
rate of change by using the official roasting evaluation form.
• Create, discuss, and analyze profiles using terminology from keyword list.
• Configuration and use of roast profile software
• Perform calculations on rate of change on a known roast curve.
• Understand and analyze roasting operations using workflow optimization methods including LEAN production 
and PIC concepts.
• Describe the two main browning reactions in terms of sequence and flavor development and which basic 
molecules are involved in the
• different browning reactions.
• Explain the principles of heat transfer, how the heat enters and distributes inside the bean and how they are 
generally applied to the roasting
• process.
• Describe how/which types of heat transfer are adjustable during the roasting process including different 
roasting technologies.
• Visual identification of roasting defects on beans and/or pictures: Scorching, Tipping and Facing.
• Shelf life: Degassing and valves. Barrier materials. Flushing. Grinding.
• Blending. Pre/post considerations, bean selection, number of components, product purpose (espresso, filter, 
milk, sugar)
• Cupping

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



○ Green coffee selection
○ Roast profile evaluation. Roast profile evaluation form.
○ Quality control methods (In/out, triangulation)
○ Downstream quality control
• Chemical and physical transformation
○ Describe Green coffee chemistry and the relevant transformations during roasting.
○ Describe the chemical differences of processing methods during roasting and how they impact color and 
flavor profile
○ Gas formation
○ Acid degradation and formation
○ Physical reasons for solubility
○ Chemical reasons for solubility
○ Chemical causes of roast color and its importance
1. GREEN COFFEE(Chemistry of Green Coffee-Physical properties of green beans-Chemical properties of 

different processing Methods-Health related issues of green coffee- Ochratoxins –Achrylamide)
2.   PHYSICS OF COFFEE ROASTING(Heat transfer- Heat transfer between Materials- Transfer of heat from 
roaster to Bean-Transfer of heat from bean surface to bean center-
3.    PHYSICAL CHANGES IN BEANS(Glass Transition Temperature-Roast gasses-Expansion-Loss of water-Physical 
reason for increased solubility of dark roasted Coffee)
4.    CHEMISTRY OF COFFEE ROASTING(Color-Chemical reason for increased solubility of Dark-roasted Coffee-
Acidity-Acids from green coffee-Acids developed during Roasting-Bitterness-Aroma of roasted coffee-Roast 
speed)
5. SENSORY (Taste and Smell-Evaluation methodology)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 
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6. BUSINESS(Price Calculations-Product Parameters-Bean genetics, bean terroir-Bean genetics, bean terroir 
Roast degree-Pre/post Blend-Addition of milk to coffee)

7.   Roastery Management(Batch size requirements related to yearly turnover Calculations-Environment. 
Pollution. Neighbor Complaints-Work space Design-Work space Design-Purchase Planning-Online and offline 
measurement equipment. Profile logging software. Handling measurement variation.-Scheduled maintenance)

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



SENSORY FOUNDATION
Expose and sensitize student on the notion of specialty vs non-specialty coffee. Enabling the student to 
recognize the core concepts of sensory analysis, and explain why and how coffee professionals use it in the 
coffee industry. Broad focus will be put on identifying, describing and discriminating objectively aroma, taste 
and body in coffees. Students will be introduced to the SCA cupping protocol and methodology and reflect on 
the qualitative dimension of this evaluation methodology. (5 hours theory – 5 hours practical )

1.THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES
(WHAT IS SENSORY ANALYSIS – ACTIVITY - WHY IS SENSORY IMPORTANT IN COFFEE )

2.PHYSIOLOGY AND SENSORY ATTRIBUTES
(PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY - Distinguish the difference between taste and smell - Taste specialty vs non-

specialty coffees and compare - Distinguish the difference between taste and smell, as they relate to flavor 
Perception - BASIC TASTES - BASIC AROMAS ACTIVITY - Explore the 9 main flavor categories )
3.IDENTIFYING SENSORIAL CHARACTERIS-TICS IN COFFEE
(TASTES AND BODY IN COFFEE - comparing milk and water to show mouthfeel - AROMAS IN COFFEE - Flavor 

Wheel Categories - COMMUNICATING & LANGUAGE - Standard terminology is used to aid clear communication 
)
4.CUPPING PROTOCOL 
(WHAT IS CUPPING? THE SCA CUPPING METHODOLOGY - KEY CUPPING TERMINOLOGY - CORE CUPPING 
PROTOCOL - Memories and repeat the standard process )
5.CORE SENSORY EQUIPMENT/ THE CUPPING ROOM
(CORE SENSORY EQUIPMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT- Equipment that is necessary to a cupping session )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 

+971-567085868



SENSORY INTERMIDIATE
To enable the student to apply core concepts of sensory science to analyze aroma, taste, and body differences 
in coffee. Students will be introduced to various testing methods including triangle and in/out and they will 
progress in their calibration of the SCA cupping form. Students will examine basic requirements for developing 
a sensory program at their place of employment. 

1. How We Perceive, Analyze and Interpret - Generalities and Review (Sensory evaluation has been defined 
as a scientific method – Evoke - Measure – Analyze – interpret - There are numerous challenges of working 
with  human measuring - Working in sensory science  - difference between the objective judgment - The 
panel aims - Sensory Evaluation role )

2. PHYSIOLOGY AND SENSORY ATTRIBUTES (PSYCHOLOGICAL - The human as the measurement instrument 
has limits - TASTE AND TEXTURES IN THE CONTEXT OF COFFEE - Ranking levels of intensity in solutions of 
acid and bitter - Exploring common coffee mouthfeel sensations - ASSESS POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 
AROMAS IN COFFEE - Smell Positive and Negative Aromas - AROMAS AND FLAVORS IN THE CONTEXT OF 
COFFEE - Green coffee contains aroma precursors - reactions aiming to create aromas - SENSORY QUALITIES 
IN COFFEE: AROMAS, TASTES AND BODY - The body of the coffee describes the apparent viscosity )

3. TRIANGULAR TEST (SCOPE OF APPLICATION - Used to determine difference or similarity between 2 
products - DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION - Conduct a triangle test - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS - ALTERNATIVE 
METHODS )

4. RUNNING A CUPPING SESSION AND CUPPING FORM CALIBRATION (WHAT IS CUPPING - Coffee cupping is 
a method used to systematically evaluate - KEY TERMINOLOGY/SENSORY VOCABULARY - Show a SCA 
cupping form and recall - Key cupping terminology - HOW TO USE THE SCA CUPPING FORM - SCA Cupping 
Form Taxonomy - The Form's Quality Scale - Perform a cupping using SCA Cupping Protocol and SCA 
Cupping Form )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 
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3. CUPPING SYSTEMS IN USE (DIFFERENT CUPPING SYSTEMS - There are a number of scoring cupping forms in 
use - THE IMPORTANCE OF USING A STANDARD PROTOCOL AND COMMUNICATING RESULTS - Acknowledge 
the importance of standard protocols )

4. HOW TO SET UP SENSORY PROGRAM IN YOUR BUSINESS AND SENSORY APPLICATIONS - EQUIPMENT, 
MAINTENANCE, AND STAFF (WHAT IS PANEL AND WHY SET UP A PANEL? - The interpretation and the 
decision linked - FACILITATING, PREPARING AND TASTING - MUST HAVE AND BEST PRACTICES, EQUIPMENT 
AROUND TASTING AND SAMPLES, CLEANING, STORAGE - ADAPT TO YOUR AVAILABLE RESOURCES )

5. SET UP YOUR SENSORY PANEL (WHAT PANEL FOR WHAT TEST - ADAPT YOUR PANEL TO YOUR NEEDS AND 
RESOURCES - SCREENING TASTERS - TRAIN YOUR PANEL AND PANELISTS -CHECK PERFORMANCE AND 
CALIBRATION )

6.    APPLICATION - ADVANTAGE AND LIMIT OF IN/OUT VS DESCRIPTIVE FOR QC, NPD - RELATION WITH 
ANALYTICAL (THE IN/OUT METHOD - A simple method based on Reference - This is a core methodology used 
particularly in coffee roaster - There are diffèrent questionnaire Scale - Discuss on the challenge - DESIGN THE 
IN/OUT TEST - Perform a simple in/out test on finished roasted coffee product - TRIANGLE TEST )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
REGISTRATION : 
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SENSORY PROFESSIONAL
To align the student with industry coffee and sensory standards. To prepare them for running sensory 
evaluation in a coffee business. To acquire the skills required to start identifying and evaluating qualities in 
specialty green coffee, and to accurately measure and describe coffee beverage characteristics. Students will 
learn to generate repeatable and methodical sensory measurements of coffee, and learn how to interpret 
results. 

1. How We Perceive, Analyze and Interpret - Generalities and Review (WHAT IS SENSORY ANALYSIS? )
2. Physiology and Sensory Attributes (ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY OF SENSATION - The chain of sensory 

perception -The basic anatomy of sensation - Sensation and perception - Perceptual interactions between 
stimuli can modify - THRESHOLDS AND SENSITIVITY - Psychometric curve - Three types of thresholds -
Flavor is not the simple addition - PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS - Association affects - Expectation error -
Seeing the green beans can influence your judgement - Suggestion effect -Logical error - Halo effect -
Leniency - Adaptation - Meanwhile - Habituation - Meanwhile - Match specific examples of sensory - The 
challenge of the sensory analyst )

3. Detecting Sensory Positive Qualities in Coffee (TASTE AND TEXTURES IN THE CONTEXT OF COFFEE -THE 
COFFEE STRUCTURE - There are 5 prototypical tastes - All coffees exhibits a certain degree of acidity - Focus 
on different acidity qualities in water and in coffee - Focus on different bitter qualities - Taste 4 common 
acids found in coffee - Discriminate and Identify - Re-acknowledge that individuals taste differently -
AROMAS AND FLAVORS IN THE CONTEXT OF COFFEE - Use the SCA Coffee Taster's Flavor Wheel - For 6 
coffees, identify the correct flavor name )

4. Detecting Low Sensorial Qualities in Coffee - Defect and Taint (DEFINE NEGATIVE FLAVORS IN COFFEE -
Nature of taint and defect on coffee - Smell negative aromas using Le Nez du Cafe - EXAMPLES OF DEFECT 
AND TAINT FOUND IN GC, ROASTING, EXTRACTION, STORAGE - Link taint and defect to threshold )

CALL FOR MORE 
INFORMATION & 
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5. Coffee Profiling - Descriptive vs Qualitative Analysis (PROFILING INTENSITY OF A FEW IN MOUTH 
ATTRIBUTES WITH AN ALTERNATIVE PREPARATION METHOD: ESPRESSO, FRENCH PRESS, FILTER COFFEE -
Explain what is profiling - Give domain of application - Commonalities with any sensory tests - terminology : 
SCA coffee wheel - Standard preparation protocol – PROFILING - analyzing the data and interpreting the 
results- Profiling data are analyzed with simple statistic - Profiling analysis requires statistical - Show PCA 
and help reading it - Profiling is amongst the best )

6. Running A Cupping Session and Tasting the Diversity of Coffee (WHAT IS CUPPING KEY TERMINOLGY / 
SENSORY VOCABULARY - Student matches key cupping terminology phrases - APPLY THE SCA CUPPING 
FORM - EVALUATE COFFEES FROM DISTINCT WORLD REGIONS - Recap SCA cupping protocol - Evaluate 
coffees from the following world regions - Discuss how factors such as history )

7. Sensory Panel and Calibration 
8. Cultivating a Professional Sensory Facility (AN EXAMPLE OF PROFESSIONAL LABORATORS: ADDED VALUE 

OF A PREMIER AUTHORISED CAMPUS FOR SENSORY - Based on the reading of the premier authorized 
campus - MAINTENANCE CALIBRATION AND CLEANING - Equipment, facility - Recall that food grade - IT 
ELECTRONIC - A professional sensory lab - reparator technician, panel leader, sensory analyst )

9. Application - Shelf Life, Consumer Testing, NPD (APPLY VARIOUS TESTING METHODS AND EQUIPMENT-
SHELF LIFE - It helps to set your BBE-Roasted coffee is a low moisture, a low risk product - Discuss on what 
type of test to apply and with which panels - Sensory tests are usually carried out in relation with analytical 
measures - Oxidation as a common coffee degradation - Sensory shelf life tests can be completed with 
analytical measures - Coffee changes chemically -The frequency of testing and period - CONSUMER 
TESTING - Seeking preference or acceptability of a product within a given population - Examples of Types-
Common test methods used - ADAPT CONSUMER TESTING TO YOUR BUSINESS REALITY - Acknowledge 
limitations - Acknowledge statistical tools used - Enrolling in a university level Sensory Science program 
Paired Preference -Generalities -Run a simple paired preference test -Hedonic Rating - Generalities )

CALL FOR MORE 
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